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On March 13th 2020, Marcus Gad, fast rising talent
singer from New Caledonia released his album
« Rhythm Of Serenity » produced by Zion I Kings,
and was about to start his biggest European tour
e v e r . But few days later all Europe was on
lockdown and all tours and promotions campaign
has been canceled as the whole world was kind of
knocked out by lockdown. Despite this, the album
came as a musical remedy for his fans and made his
community grow overseas. Stuck in France where
his tour was supposed to start, 15000 miles from
New Caledonia, Marcus Gad found in those
international unprecented events a source of new
inspiration and creation. After almost 3 month of
lockdown in a little village in the South of France he
went to Paris where he met his old time friend
« Tamal » to start working on « Brave New World »
as a positive response to the situation.
They first met in 2009 when Tamal was a beatmaker and sound engineer at the famous
Davout Studios in Paris. He recorded Marcus Gad first songs to be uploaded on Youtube in
2011, and later the famous debut album « Chanting », he follows Marcus Gad & Tribe on tour
as their official live/front desk sound engineer. They started a closer collaboration as a duet
in 2019 with the release of their first EP Marcus Gad meets Tamal « Enter A Space »
including the song River that has reached already milllions of streams on all platforms.
Together they explore creation further than traditionnal roots reggae that has first made
Marcus Gad success. So they kept moving forward with this collaboration when they ended
up stuck together in Paris in this Brave New World materialised by the pandemic. They
converted their emotions, fears, hopes, visions and feelings in a new musical journey. Still
influenced by their first influences from reggae music, they went on a real musical
exploration to bring something new, fresh, original associating powerful words and
melodies to the unique sound of Tamal. This time they delivered more than a EP, and
decided to release a full album.

BRAVE NEW WORLD
The listener exeperience can be an internal spiritual journey with songs like Treasure or
Look Around, but also a musical adventure above any borders with Tempo. Songs like
Brave New World, From The Ashes a n d Between The Lines relate the excess of our
modern societies but also talk about hope and resilience of human being for a better world.
Urban beats and morden sounds mixed with traditional instruments, the meeting of the old
and the new is the overall esthetic of this album. In the same song you can hear a one drop
reggae rhythm together with a 808 bass from trap music, a hip hop beat with a traditional
moroccan loutar, all of that still tuned in 432hz, the frequency that prevent stress and helps
us to relax, and that can heal our internal systems, like they did on all their previous
releases.
After almost 2 years without playing any shows, Marcus Gad will be back on tour in 2022.
Since his debut support tour for Horace Andy, Alborosie or Akae Beka, this time his name
will be the one on top. Next European tour will soon be announced !
Aldous Huxley who wrote « Brave New World » in 1932 testified of his visions of a futur
world, that seems to become our nowdays reality. Marcus Gad & Tamal share now to the
world their own vision of this « Brave New World » and tomorrows challenges for
humanity.

“All of humanity has entered a new world, our lifestyles, our perceptions, our inspirations are
upset. The changes until we are subjects impose a renewal at all scales, from the largest
international mechanisms to the interior of each individual. A global metamorphosis becomes
creative in the infinitely small as well as in the infinitely large and is in turmoil” – Marcus Gad
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